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Foreword:

Since we launched our trailblazing
initiative, The Salford Way, in
March 2021, we have realised
numerous achievements across
our city.
Here in Salford, tackling inequality remains a
top priority on our agenda. We are already being
held up as a leader in building a fairer, greener
and healthier city for all. Our Salford Way model
came to fruition as part of our response to the
Greater Manchester Independent Inequalities
Commission’s recommendations and as the
realisation of ‘The Great Eight’ – the core objectives
to be embedded within all our work. This includes
the ambitions we are on our way to realising as
part of our three interlinked Salford Way strategies:
Tackling Poverty; Inclusive and Green Economy;
and the Equalities and Inclusion Strategy.
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Fundamental to The Salford Way is ensuring
partnership working and the importance of
lived experience is never underestimated and
is embedded throughout all our ambitions,
whether that is putting in place measures to
increase diversity of representation or working
with communities to understand their own
experiences of poverty and shape solutions.
This approach is crucial to addressing some
of the city’s social and economic inequalities
that have been heightened by the pandemic
and that have had such a significant impact on
the health and wellbeing of our population.
This report contains just some of those highlights,
illustrating the path we have begun to take over the
next four years in tackling inequality and ensuring
we implement innovative solutions. We know,
however, that we continue to face a number of
challenges amidst the backdrop of the COVID-19
pandemic, a cost-of-living crisis, expensive
increases for Salford City Council due to the UK
Government’s changes to National Insurance and
tightening budgets after a decade of austerity
despite increased demand for services. Many of
these issues will hit those in our city who face

the most challenging barriers the very hardest.
In response, Salford will continue to rise to this
challenge and tackle inequality by taking proactive
action that truly embodies The Salford Way.
Here in Salford, we know everyone has a part to
play to tackle inequalities and The Salford Way
unequivocally epitomises a city-wide collective call
to action to continue all our endeavours in realising
this important goal. Whilst there is no quick fix,
the spirit of our communities throughout Salford
has shown the commitment to creating a fairer
and more equal way of life for everyone in our city.
Salford’s greatest asset remains our people and we
remain committed to making the city a welcoming,
tolerant, and thriving place to live and work.

Councillor Sharmina August
Lead Member for Inclusive
Economy, Anti-Poverty
and Equalities

Boosted the pay of over

4,000

care workers in
the city by an extra

£768

4,700

residents supported with free
and independent welfare rights
and debt advice.

£1.5
million

committed to improve skills
and work opportunities for
young people and adults.

Increased the number of accredited

Real Living Wage
employers in
Salford to 83
boosting the pay of over 2,700 people.

Key highlights 2021-22
Relaunched Salford’s

10% Better
Campaign
to further improve social value through

Launch of the

Women and Girls’ Commission
to raise awareness of women’s lived
experiences of inequality and develop
solutions.

the city’s collective spend and activities.

135
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organisations now signed up to the

Salford Employment
Standards Charter.

£7

million
funding secured to decarbonise
the city’s public buildings – cutting
emissions and creating new green jobs.

Tackling Poverty Strategy

Our vision is to make Salford a fairer and more
inclusive place where everyone can reach their
full potential and live prosperous and fulfilling
lives free from poverty and inequality.
Salford has become a leader across Greater
Manchester in recent years for our pioneering
approach to addressing poverty. Our awardwinning work, as part of the city’s Tackling Poverty
Strategy, continues to give poverty prevention and
reduction the focus it truly needs; ensuring Salford
people remain at the heart of everything we do
as we recover from the impact of the pandemic.
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In just over a year since publishing the
updated strategy, we have begun to implement
significant initiatives borne of our determination
to revolutionise the way we tackle poverty
here in our city and highlight Salford as a
true leader in challenging inequality for all
built around our three strategic priorities.

Since launching The Salford
Way, we have…
Priority One: Preventing People
from Falling into Poverty
• Secured agreement to pay all social care
workers in Salford the real living wage from
1 April 2022, helping more than 4,000 care
workers in the city with an extra £768 per year.
• Provided active and targeted living wage
support to numerous sectors, including social
care and the voluntary sector, exceeding
our 2021 target and increasing the number
of accredited living wage employers in
Salford to 83 in total across the city.
• Supported the delivery of 147 placements
for young residents into quality and
sustainable work through the Kickstart
Programme within both the city council
and through partnership working with local
schools and employers across the city. To
date, 68 young people have successfully
completed the programme with 85% having
progressed into a job or apprenticeship.
• Upgraded our BetterOff Salford website
to make it easier for residents to find out
about benefit entitlement, employment
opportunities, childcare, and information
on debt or money management.
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Need help?

Join us for a
cloud coﬀee
and chat
www.salford.gov.uk/cloudchat

• Established our innovative hybrid model of
support, taking our Cloud Coffee and Chat
Sessions online for residents to access
help from their home and assisting over
3,000 people with advice in the past year.
• Continued to deliver new affordable
homes through partnership working with
a commitment to deliver 1800 affordable
homes over the period April 2020 to March
2024, with a further 358 affordable homes
forecast to be delivered by March 2023.
• Extended our social housing commitment
through the council’s own ethical housing
company Dérive to build even more quality
homes at truly affordable rents, with delivery
of 129 homes for social rent becoming
available across four sites by December 2022
and an additional 290 homes commenced
on site following successful planning
and affordable grant applications.

• Proactively working with landlords across
the city to bring properties which have
been empty for more than six months back
into use that would have likely remained
empty for a considerable period of time
and made grants available through the
council’s Private Sector Leasing Scheme to
refurbish properties to a decent standard.
• Agreed for the city council to voluntarily
adopt the socio-economic duty to
ensure tackling inequality caused by
socio-economic disadvantage is a key
consideration in making decisions.

Priority Two: Provide Targeted Support
for People Struggling in Poverty
• Continued to provide direct assistance to
those in hardship through Salford Assist,
offering short term emergency support to
vulnerable people. This includes providing
more than 3,300 people with help to pay for
food, energy or essential furniture items.
• Worked to support those on the lowest incomes
access all the financial support they are
entitled to by providing specialist independent
advice through our Welfare Rights and Debt
Advice Service. This has helped 4,700 residents
make financial gains of over £4.6 million,
with this going directly to the households of
those on the lowest incomes in the city.
• Launched BetterOff 2.0 - the next stage of the
city council’s integrated approach to tackling
poverty, providing dedicated staff to focus on
providing early help, intervention and prevention
for residents struggling on low incomes.

• Supported people struggling to pay
council tax through our Back on Track
approach by arranging payment plan
changes, providing information on benefits
and guidance to make applications.

• Continued to provide extra support to people
struggling to meet their housing costs through
Discretionary Housing Payments, working
closely with landlords throughout Salford to
reduce possible evictions and homelessness.

• Launched the Digital Providers Network:
an arrangement of digital partners from
across the public, private and voluntary
sector to jointly tackle digital exclusion and
work collaboratively to find solutions and
provide readily available digital support.

• Undertaken wider partnership working to create
a range of affordable, accessible supported
housing that will act as essential move-on
accommodation units for those looking to
move out of emergency housing, including
greenlighting 28 apartments to be delivered in
2022 to address homelessness across the city.

• Supported over 40,000 of our most
vulnerable residents through the Spirit
of Salford helpline since March 2020.
• Supported people to access accommodation
by housing over 300 people who have slept
rough or remain at risk of rough sleeping.

• Delivered over 6,500 free holiday club
places for children and young people
who are eligible for free school meals
during the school holidays through the
Holiday Food and Activity Programme.
• Processed over 6,700 applications in
under six months through the temporary
Household Support Fund to ensure
households don’t go hungry or cold over
the winter period whilst ensuring support
goes to those who need it most.
• Continued to deliver the fixed price Salford
Residents Funeral Service, ensuring Salford
families are benefiting from more choice
and significantly reduced funeral costs.
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Priority Three: Campaigning for Long Term
Change in Government Policies and Practice
• Supported the joint Trade Unions
campaign for a fully funded and proper
pay rise for local authority staff and school
workers, including encouraging all local
government workers to join a union.
• Campaigned for the Government to urgently
increase the overall funding provided to all
councils in England and make progress
with the fair funding review, ensuring that
levels of poverty and inequality in Salford and
council taxpayer’s ability to pay are effectively
factored into any future methodology for
determining central government grants.
• Continued to expand our evidence base and data
modelling of how welfare reform is impacting on
our most vulnerable residents here in Salford.
• Used our powers to campaign against poverty
for our people by working in partnership
with organisations across the city including
the Poverty Truth Commission to ensure
real lived experience remains at the heart
of what we do and that poverty-related
actions are responsive to local needs.
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Case study:
Pay for Care Workers –
Our Fourth Emergency Service
Salford’s Tackling Poverty Strategy
recognises that one of the most significant
ways of preventing people falling into
poverty is through decent and fair wages.
Last year saw Salford City Council reach
an agreement, dubbed ‘The Salford Offer’,
to give care providers extra funding to
guarantee full pay to care workers who were
self-isolating or shielding as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic, as well as extra money
to give local care workers a pay rise. Care
staff can often be some of the lowest paid
workers in our society, going unrecognised
for the hard work and dedication that
it takes to work within this sector.
For this reason, Salford City Council and
Salford’s Clinical Commissioning Group
(CCG) announced that from 1 April 2022
all social care workers in the city will be
paid the Real Living Wage rate of £9.90
per hour (more than the National Living
Wage) – meaning an extra £768 per year.

This uplift in wages recognises these workers
for their sheer dedication, endurance and
perseverance throughout not only the COVID-19
pandemic, but their full career, working
on the front lines with some of our most
vulnerable residents and caring for our loved
ones with the utmost dignity and respect.
The importance of these workers to our
communities cannot be underestimated
and we wanted to thank them for
this amazing contribution.
We know that it has never been more
important to ensure decent wages with the
rising cost of living and inflation crisis. As
a crucial lever within our tackling poverty
work, we want to lead on highlighting our
workers who do some of the most important
jobs and ensure they are valued.

Inclusive and Green Economy Strategy

Our vision is to create a fairer
and more inclusive local economy
that delivers greater social and
environmental justice, where
wealth is shared more widely
across all our communities.
Salford’s Inclusive and Green Economy Strategy is our plan to create a fairer
and more inclusive local economy. This approach promotes sustainable
economic development throughout our city led by an interventionist,
empowered local council and equal, fair and thriving local communities.
In just over a year since publishing the strategy, we have implemented a
number of transformational initiatives to put Salford on the map as a leader
of sustainable social and economic development with our communities
at the very heart of this approach under our five main priorities.
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Since launching The Salford
Way, we have…
Priority One: Harnessing the
Power of the Salford Pound
• Drove spending of £161.7 million on
procuring goods and services from the city
council’s top 300 suppliers, of which, 51.4%
goes to Salford based organisations.
• Unveiled plans to develop a new waterfront town
centre on Salford Quays, creating a landmark
destination for culture, entertainment and
media that will bring significant opportunities
to redirect spend back into the local economy.
• Developed the Salford Themes, Outcomes
& Measures and introduced the Social
Value Portal (SVP) to drive improved offers,
delivery, visibility and reporting of social
value across Salford City Council.
• Implemented the Living Wage Place Action
Plan to significantly accelerate the number of
employers in the public, private and voluntary
sector who pay the Real Living Wage.
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• Taken the total signatories of the Salford
Employment Standards Charter to 135
employers, further improving employment
standards across our city and encouraging
businesses and organisations to pay the
Real Living Wage with a commitment
to delivering fair employment, skills
development and career progression.

Priority 2: Growing the Social Economy
• Relaunched Salford’s 10% Better Campaign
to further seek to optimise the social,
environmental and economic wellbeing
of Salford and its people through the
city’s collective spend and activities.

• Delivered over 12 training and support
programmes through HOST, Home of Skills
and Technology, the innovation hub based
in the heart of Media City. This includes
‘FreelanceHer 100’, a 12-week accelerator
for women to support them in starting,
launching, and accelerating their businesses
via an inclusive and supportive community.
• Instituted Salford City Council as the first local
authority in the country to sign up as a supporter
of the ‘Tech She Can’ charter to increase the
number of women working in technology
roles, including working with schools to raise
awareness of available ICT jobs; creating
female tech role models and advertising all
of our roles through ‘women in tech’ sites.
• Launched the Skills City initiative with a
commitment to fast-track 450 technology career
starts each year for women and individuals
from BAEM communities with 211 learners
already having graduated from Phase 1 in
December 2021, 63% of whom have already
secured jobs or attended job interviews.

• Awarded funding to undertake a project aimed
at exploring ‘grassroots wealth building’ by
working with local young people to co-produce
potential supply responses and socially
owned enterprises to meet future demand in
chosen priority areas throughout the city.
• Launched the Salford Crowdfund platform
to allow anyone from Salford, including
residents, community groups, individuals, local
businesses, charities, social enterprises and
grassroots sports clubs, to apply for funding
which can be matched by up to £10,000 for
ideas that create a brighter future for the
city, supporting 12 applications to date.

Priority 3: Transitioning to a
Green Local Economy
• Secured over £7 million of funding from the
Government’s Public Sector Decarbonisation
Scheme to make energy efficiency upgrades to
the city’s public buildings which will help cut
emissions and create new jobs. This already
includes the installation of 21 roof mounted solar
PV arrays, with the installation of Air Source
Heat Pumps at 12 other sites nearly complete
and installation of batteries at 7 sites planned.
• Continued to improve renewables infrastructure
throughout the city, including the ERDF-funded
‘Unlocking Clean Energy in Greater Manchester’
schemes. These include a Hydroelectric
scheme to be built on the River Irwell at
Charlestown Weir; a two megawatts state
of the art solar farm on council land in Little
Hulton which will generate power equivalent
to the amount required to run over 600 homes
and the installation of half a megawatt of solar
capacity on car ports at two Salford depots.
• Undertaken the development of the IGNITION
Nature Based Solutions Living Lab at the
University of Salford with key areas being
progressed including an innovative rain
garden (SUDS scheme), a green wall and
deck housing seasonal, pollinator, edible
and biodiverse plants, sustainable drainage
tree planting and green roof and wall.
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Priority 4: Strengthening Public Services
• Launched a new Insourcing Commission and
Insourcing Appraisal Framework within the
city council to continue to look for further
opportunities to bring outsourced services back
in-house in a similar way the city council did
with the city’s technical services (Urban Vision).

• Continued our commitment to sustainable
travel through investment in the development
of extensive walking and cycling routes as
part of the GM Bee Network, the purchase
of electric vehicles for anchor institutions
vehicle fleets and a recent successful
bid for funding for e-cargo bikes.
• Advanced delivery of the Salford City Council
Carbon Management Plan, resulting in a
further 2.6% reduction in the actual electricity
and gas used across all council buildings
during 2019-2020, achieving an overall energy
reduction of 8.5% and a CO2 reduction of
31.5% through energy efficiency measures
such as LED lighting schemes, heating
controls and building fabric improvements.

Priority 5. Strengthening Civic
Participation and Local Democracy
• Promoted various campaigns to encourage
Salford’s electorate to vote during
local and mayoral elections, seeing an
increase in representation of both women
and people from an ethnic minority
background as elected members.
• Supported the work of the Salford Youth Council
to create new opportunities for young people to
meet city leaders and influence decision making.
• Implemented our successful lived experience
model as a tool in other spheres to provide
an in-depth understanding of communities,
citizens and service users when formulating
future service activity and provision.
• Prioritised young people’s views through
the successful election of the Youth Mayor
and Deputy Youth Mayor to promote youth
interests and campaign for change.

Case study:
The Real Living Wage in Salford
One of the most significant ways we as a
city are committed to realising Salford’s
position as a leader of an inclusive
and socially viable economy is through
promotion of the real Living Wage.
Salford has long been a dedicated
champion of decent pay with Salford City
Council becoming the first local authority
in Greater Manchester back in 2013 to
pay the real Living Wage, winning the
very first Real Living Wage Champion
Award the following year. Since then, an
ever-growing number of Salford-based
organisations have followed suit.
Our commitment to decent pay and an
inclusive economy are about much more
than just salary – we want to champion
inclusive employment practices, create
progression and retention routes, and
ensure fair representation and decent
living standards for our workers.
One of the key ways that we promote these
practices is through our well-established
Salford Employment Standards Charter
which contains a specific pledge focused
on paying staff at, or working towards the
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real Living Wage, and 135 employers to date have
committed to work towards these standards.
In 2019, Salford announced our intention as a city
to become the first Living Wage City in England
by championing adoption of the real Living Wage.
Through dedicated collaboration and partnership
working across the city, including partner
organisations and anchor institutions, we have
seen our 2021 Living Wage target of 62 accredited
employers paying the real Living Wage exceeded,
going up to 83 - with many more paying rates
equal to or above the real Living Wage without
accrediting with the Living Wage Foundation.
These actions are led through our dedicated
Living Wage Action Group who work across
sectors to promote our priorities with a particular
emphasis on sectors which have long gone
under-valued throughout our society such as
social care, retail and hospitality. The work
in Salford was recognised in the 2021 Living
Wage Foundation’s Champion Awards, with
the Salford Living Wage Action Group securing
the Places Champion Award, Salford CVS
receiving the Living Wage Champion Award for
work in the voluntary, community and social
enterprise sector and Worsley-based Anchor
Removals winning the Against All Odds industry
award for being the only real Living Wage, no
zero hours, removals company in the UK.

Equalities and Inclusion Strategy

Our vision is to make Salford a fair and inclusive
city where everyone has equal access to
services and opportunities and are included
and represented in decisions that affect them.
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The most recent strategy launched under The
Salford Way is the city’s Equalities and Inclusion
Strategy. This aims to highlight our commitment
to building and sustaining an inclusive city
where all our residents feel valued, included
and have the opportunity to be heard.
To meet this ambition, a range of partners including
local voluntary and community organisations
have developed four shared priorities that aim to
promote equal chances in a city where everyone
feels safe and respected with a renewed focus on
city-wide action to promote equality and inclusion.

Since launching The Salford
Way, we have…
Priority 1: People are Visibly
Represented in Decision-Making and
have their Differences Valued
• Launched Salford’s first Muslim Forum
to improve engagement with the city’s
Muslim community and work together
to find solutions to local issues.
• Launched The Salford Women’s Commission,
a city-wide initiative to capture women’s
views and produce local recommendations
focused on women’s inequality.

• Achieved a Stonewall bronze award in
recognition of the city council’s dedication to
LGBTQI+ inclusion, showcasing our work against
ten areas of employment policy and practice.
• Organised the annual civic Salford Holocaust
Memorial Day event in partnership
with Salford’s Jewish community.
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• Worked in partnership with communities
across the city to organise and support key
annual events that celebrate Salford’s diversity
including Black History Month, LGBTQI+ History
Month and International Women’s Week.

• Co-developed a Trans Inclusion and Transitioning
Policy for Salford City Council in coordination
with relevant organisations throughout the city,
pulling together expertise and lived experience.

Priority 2: People have Equal Physical and
Digital Access to Services and Spaces
• Provided over 10, 500 residents
with digital support through Salford
City Council and partners.
• Continued to provide residents with essential
digital equipment through our donation
scheme with over 800 devices given out
to the community and more than 700
donations received as part of the initiative.
• Launched the Digital Exclusion Risk Index
to understand local issues and create
innovative solutions to internet access,
which has now been shared with GMCA to
inform development at a regional level.
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• Provided a commitment to invest over £4
million in services to prevent and tackle
domestic abuse over the next five years. These
funds will be used to provide and co-ordinate
a wide range of services for adult and child
survivors through making it easier for people
to reach out for help, avoid having to repeat
their story to different organisations and
provide more specialist and holistic support,
including specialist services for children and
young people who live with domestic abuse.
• Invested £82,500 through the Government’s
Cultural Investment Fund in Height Library,
King Street, Irlams o’ th’ Height, to create
new flexible meeting, events and exhibition
areas to underline the importance of
accessible public spaces for the community.

• Established a Young Persons Tech Committee
(YPTC) to enable young people to have a voice
in tackling digital exclusion and shape services,
including the creation of five technology spaces
in each of our Gateway centres for Salford’s
young people to learn, study and collaborate.
• Salford City Council is home of the Northwest
Refugees Centre Healthcare Professional
Education (REACHE) which is hosted by Salford
Royal Hospital since its launch in 2003. The
Centre has been set up to assist refugees and
people seeking access to healthcare professions
in the UK. It has helped more than 200 people,
predominately doctors, integrate their overseas
qualification and gain employment in the NHS.
• Developed the new Digital Everyone website – a
single front door for digital inclusion in Salford
with the capacity to engage digitally excluded
residents, including advice on where to get
kit, connectivity and how to access skills.

Priority 3: People are Communicated with
in the Right Language while Receiving
Support to Access Mainstream Information
• Streamlined and updated the city council’s
digital platforms to ensure they are
accessible and conform to Web Content
Accessibility Guidance (WCAG) AA standard.
• Commenced the implementation of refreshed
training across the city council and with
partners on the importance of the Public
Sector Equality Duty and Equality Impact
Assessments within policy and decisionmaking to ensure accessibility for all
people in Salford is a crucial priority.
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• Worked to ensure all documents published
on council websites are accessible
for e-readers and subtitles are now
standard on pre-produced videos.
• Commissioned sign language interpreters
for live broadcasts of full council meetings.
• Commenced image descriptions as
standard practice throughout all council
social media graphics and images.
• Updated style guidelines to advice the use
of personal pronouns in e-signatures.

Priority 4: Tackling Structural Racial Inequality
• Began the process of gaining official status as
a City of Sanctuary, joining a network of cities
and towns across the UK which promote the
inclusion and welfare of people who are fleeing
violence and persecution in their own countries
and become a recognised ‘City of Sanctuary’.
• Passed a motion to call on the Government
to give people seeking asylum and their adult
dependent the right to work, unconstrained
by the Shortage Occupation List, after
waiting six months for a decision on their
initial claim or further submission.
• Created the Salford Time to Act Group
to focus on tackling health inequalities
and the disproportionate impact of
COVID-19 on vulnerable communities.
• Development of reverse mentoring programmes
and unconscious bias training for senior
leaders to encourage new and innovative ways
to address the barriers to race equality.
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Case study:
Salford Women’s Commission

The Salford Women and Girls’
Commission is a city-wide initiative to
capture women’s views and produce
local recommendations focused on
three thematic topics: Women in Poverty,
Women’s Safety, and Women’s Voices.
The commission will discuss each of
these key themes after the conclusion of
a call for evidence which invites women
across Salford to provide their lived
experiences. This will then factor into the
Commission’s decision making to produce
recommendations around the three themes.

One of the Commission’s key objectives is
to provide a voice for many women who feel
marginalised in their communities and develop
strong actions to support them locally.
After a successful launch in February 2022,
the Commission plans to run for 12 months
to address the key issues affecting women
and girls across our city. Made up of 18
commissioners from organisations across
Salford’s community, business, public
and private sector, the group is formed
from individuals with unique experiences
who will take forward prioritised topics
for further discussion and action.

The Salford Way: Plans for Year Two

Looking ahead to the coming year, we will continue to work with partners
and communities to develop new ideas to tackle inequalities in Salford.
Key areas of work planned for 2022/23 include:

Tackling Poverty Strategy

Inclusive and Green Economy Strategy

Equalities and Inclusion Strategy

• Integrating further partnership working to tackle
the cost-of-living crisis and national welfare
reform through uptake of available assistance
such as the Household Support Fund.

• Continuing to increase social value and
community wealth building through
progressive procurement spending and
promoting a local economy that prioritises
local suppliers and local supply chains.

• Continuing the work of the Salford Women’s
Commission to listen and learn from the
lived experience of women in our city.

• Promoting financial inclusion and exploring new
methods of achieving this for our residents.
• Upscaling the gathering of poverty-related
data into a single integrated evidence
base, utilising existing and new data to
build a better understanding of poverty
at a localised level within Salford.
• Continuing the roll out of the city council’s socioeconomic duty as a key indicator of tackling
poverty through our policy and decision making.
• Continuing integrative and joint working across
the city with groups such as the Poverty Truth
Commission to ensure lived experience remains
at the heart of tackling poverty and inequality.
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• Developing detailed analysis of a range
of procurement opportunities to be taken
forward through our anchor institutions
this year, embedding social value through
our work and ensuring every pound spent
in our city is maximised for local benefit.
• Creation of a Salford Business Challenge
that encourages businesses to innovate and
tackle a pressing challenge for the city.
• Advancing investment in walking and
cycling infrastructure in Salford as part
of the Greater Manchester Mayor’s
Cycling and Walking Challenge Fund.

• Advancing our work to formally establish
Salford as an official City of Sanctuary.
• Promoting Salford’s aim to become a
100% Digitally Inclusive City by providing
support for the most vulnerable and
digitally excluded residents to get online.
• Continuing work to reduce the gender
pay gap in public services.

If you need this document translated, please contact us on the number below.

We are committed to providing
information in clear and accessible
ways to meet the communication
needs of all people.
This includes identifying and
reasonably removing ‘barriers’ for
people accessing our information,
services, premises, any employment
or engagement opportunities and
considering requests for reasonable
adjustments as appropriate.
This information is available in an easy
read version but can also be provided
in alternate formats such as large
print, audio or in alternative languages
upon request.
If you require this document in an
alternative format, please contact
Equalities&Cohesion@salford.gov.uk
and one of the team will reply

0161 925 1089
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